3” THICK greenscreen PANEL WITH POST BEYOND.

REMOVE STAKE OR ANY TEMPORARY TRELLIS DEVICE.

2” TO 3” MULCH LAYER

BACKFILL MIX WITH SPECIFIED AMENDMENTS AND FERTILIZER TABLETS

FINISHED GRADE

REMOVE CONTAINER AND LOOSEN ROOTS

UNDISTURBED SOIL

WEAVE VINE BRANCHES INTO SCREEN, STARTING AT BOTTOM. TIE LARGER BRANCHES LOOSELY TO SCREEN, IF NECESSARY W/ BIO-DEGRADABLE TIES.

3” THICK greenscreen PANEL ATTACHED TO 3” SQ. POST (TYP.) FOR FREESTANDING APPLICATIONS. POST FOOTINGS BEYOND.

MOUNTING CLIP

GENERAL NOTES:

• CHOOSING THE APPROPRIATE PLANT MATERIAL FOR greenscreen® REQUIRES CAREFUL CONSIDERATION OF CLIMATE ZONE, SUN AND WIND EXPOSURE, SOIL TYPE, WATER AND NUTRIENT NEEDS, AND DESIRED VISUAL EFFECT.

• greenscreen® RECOMMENDS THAT A LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT, LANDSCAPE DESIGNER, OR A HORTICULTURIST BE CONSULTED FOR EACH SPECIFIC APPLICATION.

• PLANT VINES PER LANDSCAPE PLANS. TYPICAL SPACING VARIES FROM 1’ TO 4’ O.C. DEPENDING UPON VINE SPECIES AND CONTAINER SIZE.

• IRRIGATION WILL BE REQUIRED IN MOST CLIMATE ZONES. INSTALL PER LANDSCAPE PLANS.

• greenscreen® DOES NOT SUPPLY PLANT MATERIAL.

greenscreen® VINE PLANTING DETAIL

SECTION AND ELEVATION – TYPICAL FOR POST MOUNTED APPLICATION, DETAIL SIMILAR FOR WALL MOUNTED PANELS.

SCALE = 3/4″: 1’-0″